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On the Marketing Padel team and led by a Business Leader Padel Product Line Manager (PLM) is responsible for offerings. In
his area of â€‹â€‹responsibility is a wide range of solutions to meet the needs of customers. The products of the Select product

line provide information and technical support for solving specific customer problems. The current version of the product
supports more than 400 client situations. The core values â€‹â€‹of Padel's business are its commitment to solving customer

issues and the work that inspires its employees and shareholders. Marketing Papers is a work tool that brings together business
techniques and tools. Their purpose is to bring your marketing ideas and working practices to the surface. Padel's approach to
marketing is marketing to the people, not to the market. It focuses on building strong relationships between people (employees
and customers) and social interactions with people (Padel website visitors on social networks, customers on the retail chain and

end users). Thus, Padel marketing is not only marketing of products, but also marketing of relationships and interactions
between people. To achieve its mission, Padel uses marketing methods such as presentations, innovation, time management and

training, consulting, brand and reputation management. Marketing consultant. The Padel Sales Manager is a freelance
experienced marketing and sales professional. He successfully combines production activities (Sales) and consulting activities

(Markets); Implementing Padel Trademark Protection Products - Mystery Sunshine In the Russian market, Padel has been
providing consulting and marketing support for joint ventures working in the field of protection and promotion of trademarks

for more than 15 years. The Australian car manufacturer Mystery positions its products in the market as "smart" (smart),
positioning its products as an individual, understandable and reliable car. The marketing community believes that this statement
is not true, since the "MM" (Mysterious Macan) has an attractive design, an extensive technological arsenal, but unfortunately,
for all its attractiveness, the car has never been awarded a Grammy. At the initiative of Padel, the company created the product

"Masque" (from left to right), designed to protect the brand name and its trademark from franchise networks. Product
appearance '
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